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Recognising that a ‘one size fits all’ approach is not
appropriate, the iBUILD Centre will produce a portfolio of alternative business models that are suited to a
range of different circumstances. However, the motivation behind each business model will be to enable
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The need for new business
models to maintain UK infrastructure resilience

iBUILD News

David Dawson describes and explains how the
recent storms have impacted upon the iconic
London-Penzance railway line.
iBUILD Deputy Director Stephanie Glendinning was part of a
delegation of 14 leading UK Future Cities experts who participated in a knowledge exchange
visit to the USA from 28 January
to 7 February 2014. The mission
was co-organised by the Science
& Innovation Network and the
Technology Strategy Board; the
delegation visited Chicago, San
Francisco and New York. A number of themes emerged from the
mission that complement the
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gramme;
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Furthermore, it was

evident that politics strongly influenced the decision making of
local and national leaders and
the more complicated the governance structure, the greater
the mix of politics and the more
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dress. As the main railway
connection for the southwest
of England to the rest of
Great Britain, it is a vital
transport link for the Devon
and Cornwall economy –
and thus a particularly acute
example of the economic
and infrastructure interdependence that iBUILD is
researching.
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Upcoming Events


iBUILD National Stakeholder Event

The second iBUILD stakeholder event will take place on Wednesday 2 April in Newcastle. Here there
will be an opportunity to hear about progress that has been made in the project in particular around
analysis of City Deals for infrastructure financing, innovative business models for urban heat networks and our latest thinking on what infrastructure business models comprise. There are also opportunities to co-create and explore aspects of our work programme through several interactive
workshop sessions. Speakers at the event also include Chris Murray, Director of Core Cities and
iBUILD co-investigator Chris

Kathryn Vowles from Balfour Beatty.

Baker is on the move…to the

Further details including the programme for the day and how to register can be found at:

Technology Strategy Board-

http://www.ibuild.ac.uk/newsevents/ibuildnews/ibuildstakeholderday.html

sponsored ‘Transport Systems



Recent or forthcoming iBUILD outputs

one-year, part-time post as



Analysis and interpretation of the term, ‘infrastructure’

Senior Research Fellow at the



The iBUILD definition for Infrastructure Business Models



Sandham, R, Bower, D and Madter, N. 2014 (in print). Infrastructure Routemap: reflections on

Catapult. Chris is taking up a

Milton Keynes-based Catapult,
bringing academic input to a

the first year. Journal of Infrastructure Asset Management, ICE publishing, March 2014.

number of projects, including
the development of the proposed

National

Model.

Chris, whose current



dependencies

Transport

research interests include vehicle aerodynamics, wind engi-

A methodology to develop common framework for classifying and analysing infrastructure inter-



Undermining Infrastructure: avoiding the scarcity trap

Final meeting of the EPSRC Undermining Infrastructure Project: Thursday 13 March.

neering and transport resili-

The UI project goal was to model and quantify the requirements of critical materials and rare metals

ence, with particular reference

in the UK’s planned low carbon infrastructure. At this even the team will present the project’s out-

to the railway sector, will be

comes, its relevance to ongoing policy debates in the UK and beyond, and challenges for future re-

spending three days a week at

search. This work has significant links to iBUILD Work Package 2.3 (whole life design and re-use of

the Catapult, while maintaining

infrastructure components). Achievements from the project include: a novel stocks and flows model-

his role on iBUILD.

ling approach to low carbon infrastructure (Busch et al. 2014); dynamic and comparable metrics of

Says Chris, “My iBUILD work
is focused on investigating and
modelling

infrastructure

de-

critical materials used in low-carbon energy technologies (Roelich et al. 2014), and a new general
framework for the assessment of technology design encompassing local performance with global
consequences (Dawson et al. in review).

pendencies and interdepend-

Register at: http://sureinfrastructure.leeds.ac.uk/ui/workshop/

encies.



The results will be

Urban Integration Symposium

used, together with systems
engineering

techniques,

to

Richard Dawson and Oliver Heidrich have been leading a European COST Action Network on Urban

explore the potential impact on

Integration. The final symposium for this project is taking place in Sheffield, 6-7 March. Please visit

existing infrastructure, of the

the conference website at https://blogs.shu.ac.uk/urbanintegration2014 for more information, or

arrival of HS2 in the centre of

email Richard to request a copy of the final report of the COST Action.

Birmingham. I can see strong



synergies between my Catapult and iBUILD activities”.

be

contacted

c.j.baker@bham.ac.uk

iBUILD team members Andy Pike, Peter O’Brien and Tim Foxon, will be presenting papers, and Expert Advisory Board member Geoffrey Hewings will be giving a keynote presentation at this event

For further information, Chris
can

ITRC Conference: Future of national infrastructure systems and economic prosperity

on

being held at St Catharine’s College, Cambridge, 27-28 March.

